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The motorhome
cabin doors specialist
In a European context increasingly oriented at motorhomes, RVDoors has acquired significant market shares,
making a name for itself as a specialist in motorhome cabin doors.
Words Giorgio Carpi

aving overcome its initial business
development phase, RVDoors is forging on ahead to the 2017 season,
with some ambitious designs and a consolidated market presence. Despite the fact that
the fledgling company is self-sufficient from
a purely business standpoint, it’s no mystery
that RVDoors has a strong bond to
Metallarte srl, which has allowed the new
brand to flourish, refurbishing the production facilities, skilled labour force and expertise of the Gi Emme Evo brand. The new
company’s good state of health and dynamic
qualities are borne out by its presence at the
Caravan Salon in Dusseldorf, where
RVDoors’ extensive specialized range of
motorhome doors is on display at the
Metallarte stand. A complex product that
requires skill and expertise, qualities that are
certainly not lacking, both for the presence
of skilled technicians boasting from ten to
twenty years’ experience in this specific field,
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and the strong commitment put forward by
Metallarte srl, investing in research and new
technology. RVDoors is thus kicking off its
2017 season with a significant array of
orders, an extraordinary success story for
such a young brand which, albeit recognizing the previous company’s experience, has
only recently developed its motorhome door
design. Indeed, the very first prototypes date
back to 2012, with early production beginning in 2013, on a commission from
Giottiline. After resolving some inevitable
problem issues on the initial series, in conjunction with the acquisition by Metallarte came
the first orders from various Italian brands
based in Trigano, such as CI, McLouis and
Roller Team, all of whom were redefining
their motorhome range last year. Along with
these Italian manufacturers, other major
international brands have also come on
board for the coming year.
“Our company has cut a very clear-cut

path,”
explains
Daniele Scavazzon,
production coordinator for RVDoors,
“specializing
in
Daniele Scavazzon
Production coordinator
motorhome cabin
doors. In Europe, the
RV market is becoming increasingly receptive
to motorhomes, with production for this
range of vehicles forecast to grow, and we’re
ready to decisively make our mark in this
market niche: the goal for the next two years
is to take over a significant slice of the market pertaining to motorhome cabin doors.”
Data actually show a net trend of the market
towards motorhome range featuring an integrated design where the cabin must be developed anew, with the insertion of a door on
the driver’s side. After being stalled for years,
the market’s growth in motorhomes is no
doubt due to the appearance in Europe of
lower priced models: no longer just vehicles

V-Doors was founded with the explicit intent of broadening Metallarte’s horizons, incorporating two decades of experience from Gi Emme Evo. After starting up its operations in 1996, Metallarte began a growth phase in the motorhome sector, which was further boosted by the acquisition of the brand by Michele Checcucci, establishing Metallarte s.r.l. in
2003. The new administrator’s business strategy is based on an indepth knowledge of both the market and the needs of
the OEM sector. The new management’s strengths lay in its utmost flexibility and quick response times to customers’ needs,
through fast decision-making processes and operations focusing on efficiency, without ever neglecting quality. With complete doors, hatches and other products for the OEM market, today Metallarte supplies Europe’s largest recreational vehicle manufacturers: a variety of brands from the groups Trigano, Sea and Rapido, as well as the Slovenian Adria, the British
Auto Trail, and most major Italian brand names, including Laika. The long list is supplemented by several RV builders in
Australia and New Zealand, and the company has made a recent incursion into the North American market.
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ranging in price from 80,000/100,000 euros,
but also mid to low range motorhomes in
the 60,000/65,000 euro bracket.
“What sets RVDoors apart from the competition,” says Daniele Scavazzon, “is the group’s philosophy of product customization,
which implies a very clear choice in terms of
design and production, in an effort to offer
improved customer service. We start with a
standard door, but at the customer’s liking it
can be modified in different components;
customers can thus provide a cabin drawing
for the motorhome and together we’ll
design a custom door for that specific vehicle. Compared to a standard door, possible
modifications concern the dimensions, glass
(tinted, and many more options) and exter-

Visit us at the
Metallarte booth
Hall 13 stand E70

nal handle, but above all the door’s interior,
on the cabin side, which is becoming increasingly significant for the vehicle’s appreciation by end consumers. We can therefore
create customized internal panelling, including with the manufacturer’s logo, as well as
design a specific internal door handle: we
can work with a variety of variables, customizing doors from both an aesthetic and functional perspective. Even while proposing
product customization we still manage to be
highly competitive.”
RVDoors possesses the necessary specific
expertise to develop and manufacture cabin
doors for motorhomes. Four years have elapsed from the inception of the very first prototypes to today: RVDoors has repeatedly

tested its products, which can now be deemed tried and tested, in terms of closure specifications, watertight properties and wiring.
In order to guarantee optimal functionality
for electrical components, like central locks
and power windows, RVDoors avails itself of
a Padua based firm operating in the automotive sector that is accustomed to the very
high standards demanded by the automobile industry. A number of changes are foreseen for the short term future: RVDoors is in
fact working on improving its hinge design,
in order to provide of a fully recessed hinge.
Research is also being conducted on the
insertion of a frame in the door produced
with an extremely torsion and heat resistant
material that is utterly incorruptible.
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